
"My kids started to

initiate prayer on

their own after

going to camp.

They they have a

sparked interest in

God and church ...

ever since

attending camp."

-TDC Parent

 

 

Give camp to
your community!

Bring the power of camp ministry to
your community. Heartland Camps

first began with our overnight
programs 61 years ago. Fifty-two years

later, we started traveling day camp,
to make outdoor ministry more

accessible. Barriers such as cost for
families and driving distance

dissolved. So what makes day camp at
your church so great? Day camp gives
the opportunity, for your congregation
in partnership with Heartland staff, to

build relationships and impact lives
with the children in your community.
The greatest gift of this is time spent
together. Whether you are dodging
sponges in a water war or singing in

worship to God, the moments you will
share with your campers are

undeniably holy. 

TRAVELING DAY

CAMP EXISTS TO. . .



Traveling day camp is traditionally held in a church, but is adaptable to other
community settings

Where is camp held?

FAQ's

What are the hours?

Our standard schedule runs 9-5, but each church can choose to move camp
earlier or later up to an 8 hour duration.
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What's your curriculum?

Each year we select and adapt a curriculum catered to outdoor christian
ministry. Our curriculum is reviewed by a committee of Christian educators.
The final copy is available during the spring, so that you may use it as
inspiration for youth group talks, preparation for camp volunteers, sunday
school lessons, or a sermon series leading up to camp.

What's the price?

Camp is priced according to the tier/camper capacity. Our smallest tier size is
42 campers at $85/camper the total is $3,570. For more information on our
sizing and pricing visit.



 

What are some of your activities?

Kids will experience ministry and the

kingdom of God through reading

scripture, singing songs, and a variety

of activities. Everyday has three activity

blocks. Our core activities include

s’mores, gaga ball, slip n slide, 9 square

in the air, and archery.

 

How old do the campers need to be?

Our program is for children completed

Kindergarten through completed 6th

grade. Youth completed 7th grade to

15 years can serve in support roles.

Youth and adults 16 years and older

qualify as volunteers. We have no age

limit for those volunteer.
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FAQ's continued


